Almost half of the political life has been experienced under the state of emergency and state of siege policies in the Turkish Republic. In spite of such a striking number and continuity in the deployment of legal emergency powers, there are just a few legal and political studies examining the reasons for such permanency in governing practices. To fill this gap, this paper aims to discuss one of the most important sources of the 'permanent' political crisis in the country: the historical evolution of legal emergency power. In order to highlight how these policies have intensified the highly fragile citizenship regime by weakening the separation of power, repressing the use of political rights and increasing the discretionary power of both the executive and judiciary authorities, the paper sheds light on the emergence and production of a specific form of legality based on the idea of emergency and the principle of executive prerogative. In that context, it aims to provide a genealogical explanation of the evolution of the exceptional form of the nation-state, which is based on the way political society, representation, and legitimacy have been instituted and accompanying failure of the ruling classes in building hegemony in the country.
Introduction
Nothing can illustrate the impression created by the evolution of legislative emergency power in Turkey better than Walter Benjamin's Ninth Thesis on History. Here he writes, 'where we see the appearance of a chain of events, he [the Angel of History] sees one single catastrophe, which unceasingly piles rubble on top of rubble and hurls it before his feet'. 1 Historians and political scientists working on the subject from a critical perspective in Turkey are also generally inclined to see one single catastrophe, which is in fact nothing other than the 'exceptional' republic itself, beset by endless political crises and violent clashes. After emphasizing the continued dominance of the military, endless state of emergency practices and the fragilities of civil society, they generally refer to this catastrophe using terms such as 'authoritarianism,' 'tutelary democracy' or 'strong state tradition'. Consequently, instead of providing a genealogy of the deeply rooted authoritarian policies and practices and discussing the political, legal and institutional incentives within the political system, they prefer to impose theoretical generalizations somewhat insensitively on the varying lines of conflicts, clashes and the different paths to state formation, modern citizenship and state-society relations in the country.
However, to discern the emergence and production of a specific form of legality based on the concept of emergency and the rise of the principle of executive prerogative, we should not accept any political and legal reality without questioning its real emergence since 'there can only be concepts, laws and societies because of a virtual potentiality that allows for the creation of actual instances'. 2 In line with this philosophical caveat, to expose the reasons behind the permanent use of legal emergency power and its never-ending metamorphoses, I will follow the legal and political traces behind the ascendancy of these policies from a genealogical perspective and argue that the legal and political sources of the permanent state of emergency policies in Turkey can be observed in the way the political society is articulated or 'instituted' and legitimacy and sovereignty are organized. In pursuit of such an alternative legal and political analysis, in the first part of the paper I attempt to provide a perspective that grounds the legal and political reasons behind the predominance of the executive prerogative principle in the process of territorial state formation, nation-building and how representation was organized or distorted in the early republican period.
Rather than limiting the argument to civil-military relations, I will outline a political analysis that emphasizes the incapacity of the ruling classes in building hegemony and the fragile infrastructural power of the nation-state, emerging from the way political society, representation, and legitimacy have been organized or instituted. In the second part of the paper, I will discuss the historical constitution of legal emergency power and its relationship with the exceptional form of the nation-state in Turkey. I assert that the political project, produced by the Republican People's Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi, CHP) and undertaken by its voluntary or 'dissenting' followers, inherently necessitates the constant deployment of emergency power. In the third part, I will provide a historical account of the constitutionalization of military emergency power after the 1980 military coup and the genealogy of the ways in which laws directed against 'terror' have taken on the very quality of terror in order to contain political and social 'crises.' 3 Finally, I will very briefly describe the current appeal by the Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi, AKP) to state of emergency policies and its efforts to subsume legal emergency power within a new conception of legality, which I will call strategic legalism. 4 Hence, I will discuss how the party and President Erdoğan have deployed the principle of executive prerogative for the sake of institutionalizing a new political regime, articulated under the dominance of the president's supreme power. Legal and political reasons for the rise of the executive prerogative principle in Turkey
Political scientists generally attribute the sources of a permanent state of siege and emergency policies to either civil-military relations, the ideological orientations of military-bureaucratic elites, disagreements among political elites or a continuing strong state tradition in the country. 5 It is argued that the military's extreme perception of threat, the predominance of its security mentality and its intervention in political life in times of political 'crisis' are generally responsible for the fragility of the rule of law and institutionalization of the state of emergency paradigm as a 'reason of state,' even in normal times. The common assumption is that military and judiciary bureaucratic elites view themselves as the founders of the republic and have created a special regime of guardianship and 'tutelage' suppressing civil society and the modern public sphere. Meanwhile, this kind of political regime has also hindered the institutionalization of democracy and citizenship rights and imposed the highly narrow concept of constitutionalism based on the restriction of the democratically elected government out of fear of majoritarianism. Although this perspective may bring crucial insights, it ignores the complex political and social reasons behind the rise and durability of this form of an institutional, legal and political framework, which provides strong incentives and structural conditions for sustaining state of emergency practices under 'security policies' or 'counterterrorism arrangements'. Contrary to this mainstream perspective, I assert that the reasons behind the permanence of state of emergency policies should be sought not only in the institutional configuration of state power (constitutional organization of the relations between different branches of the state), but also in the constitution of political society, which structures relations between state and society and, more importantly, the legal and constitutional foundations of citizenship. I propose that we should focus instead on how legitimacy and the symbolic dimension of power-which have been structured so as to institutionalize the executive prerogative principle as a paradigm of government-administer society in a certain way. We should also examine the fundamental social and political conflicts that have been continuously emerging from the state's foundational contradictions in different forms since the establishment of the republic. 6 legal history of Turkey reveals how and why its legal and political tradition depends on the integration of the concept of the executive prerogative principle into the normal functioning of the legal and political system to enable politicians, security personnel and judicial decision-makers to suppress any threats to the construction of the nationstate, nation building (Turkification of the population), and their distortion or controlling of the field of representation (presenting the army, one party or nationalist movements as the true embodiment of the nation and delegitimizing the opposition as an internal extension of the enemy). Hence, rather than simply reproducing the same old adage of normalizing an emergency, the Turkish case clearly shows us that the real story of emergency power is much less a story of wartime responses and much more a transformation of martial law into a complex legal and political form capable of governing nation-state formation, nation building and institutionalizing control over the fields of representation and legitimacy. The institutionalization of this form of governing society occurred through the generation of new concepts, legal practices and judicial institutions that allowed the key practices of martial law to be carried out in a conceptual and legal form that could also be more easily defended in times of peace, as Neocleous argues in a different historical context. 7 During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, an enormous amount of legal amendments, practices, regulations, statutory decrees and laws concerning the implementation of martial law and the state of emergency allowed governments to avail themselves of the right to use special, constitutionally prescribed powers in situations in which 'public security and order' were thought to be in danger. This process has had salient political and legal consequences. The most important ones are the institutionalization of a 'prosaic politics of emergency' (governing the population through state of emergency and counter-terror policies), institutionalization of strategies that 'partition the political space into those "few" affected by the uses of emergency powers and those "many" who are not', 8 the continuous suspension of basic rights and freedoms, the insertion of an emergency mentality into the criminal justice system, the creation of special legal institutions that have easily acquired a permanent character, the institutionalization of judicial deference to an executive, consolidation of fragile constitutionalism structured purely around the idea of emergency, a massive deployment of coercive forces, and finally the creation of an atmosphere of insecurity, fear and menace for all political opponents. Political scientists and legal scholars alike have mistakenly sought the causes of the constant deployment of emergency policies and practices in the dominance of state tradition, the tutelary authority of military and bureaucratic elites, and the decisions of judicial actors, making their assumptions in line with the logic of the reason of state. Rather than explaining the reasons for the dominance of the executive prerogative principle from a political perspective, thus shedding light on the role of the republic's fundamental socio-political contradictions in this process, they attribute the acceptance of this paradigm of governing society by means of emergency power either to conflicts 7 See Mark Neocleous, 'The Problem with Normality: Taking Exception to "Permanent Emergency"', Alternatives 31, between and among military-bureaucratic and political elites or to the struggle between 'center and periphery' with reference to sociological analysis. Studies that aim to critique such a short-sighted sociological view and emphasize the role of the contradictions in capital accumulation processes or clashes between alternative hegemonic projects also share the same theoretical perspective that fails to provide any explanation of the political factors related to state formation, the constitution of political society (nation building) and the institutionalization of the political field, more specifically the organization of representation and legitimacy in the country. Here, Lefort's theoretical arguments on the symbolic aspect of political power in modern society give us crucial insights that help us understand the link between the deployment of emergency powers and the historically specific constitution of that symbolic power in the case of Turkey. Lefort's analysis emphasizes 'a particular way in which society is articulated or "instituted". This mode of articulation or institution involves a certain configuration of power and a certain conception of its symbolic character'. 9 According to Lefort, we can comprehend the new form of legitimation in modern society only by understanding the changing form of the symbolic nature of power. He asserts that, in modern society, the legitimacy of power is based on the people; but the image of popular sovereignty is linked to the image of an empty place, impossible to occupy, such that those who exercise public authority can never claim to appropriate it. Democracy combines these two apparently contradictory principles: on the one hand, power emanates from the people; on the other, it is the power of nobody. And democracy thrives on this contradiction. 10 The process of representation in liberal societies guarantees the proper functioning of this symbolic aspect and legitimacy. Whenever a political party or movement asserts that it actualizes this empty image of the people by identifying itself with it, it in fact attempts to invade this 'empty place', inserting an ineradicable indeterminacy into the heart of representative democracy. Hence, Lefort claims, when the party or a leader appropriates power under the cover of this identification, then it is the very principle of the distinction between the state and society, the principle of the difference between the norms that govern the various types of relations between individuals, ways of life, beliefs and opinions, which is denied; and, at a deeper level, it is the very principle of a distinction between what belongs to the order of power, to the order of law and to the order of knowledge which is negated. 11 This is not an exception; rather, it is an inherent and permanent possibility within modern democracy which is directly linked to the question of how political society is instituted and how this symbolic dimension is constituted. 12 Lefort's ideas on symbolic power give us significant insight into the fundamental contradictions of modern state formation in Turkey and the constant deployment of emergency power. 13 The Party of Union and Progress (İttihat ve Terakki Partisi) in the late nineteenth century and its successor the Republican People's Party or RPP (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi) in the early twentieth century both followed policies of nation-building around the idea of the unitary state and the Turkification of the entire population. 14 The RPP and its socalled liberal 'opposition', the Democrat Party or DP, aimed to identify themselves directly with this homogenized conception of the political community in order to invade the above-mentioned 'empty space' and capture the symbolic dimension of power. Hence, for them, the political society needed to be instituted around the idea of the homogenous Turkish nation. 15 For the ruling elites, the nation-building process was based on assimilationist policies, the territorial centralization of the state founded on the erosion of the autonomy of local powers, and strict control of the field of representation. They also believed that construction of the political society and the institutionalization of the state's infrastructural power, based on the imposition of the rule-making authority upon society in line with modernization policies, required a historically specific articulation between 'the image of the People as One with that of a Power-as-One'. 16 They saw this identification as essential to achieving the state formation, nation-building and modernization.
Therefore, the ruling party, the RPP, promoted a conception of society that was sufficient unto itself by following an organicist understanding throughout the 1930s. 17 Furthermore, it rejected the very notion of social heterogeneity, which 'radically contradicts the image of a society in harmony with itself'. To confer unity and identity upon society and its citizens, the ruling elites chose to impose the Turkish identity as a unitary and homogenizing framework. For them, one of the most important results of the late nation building and state formation was the strict concentration of power around the ruling apparatus, the party and the state and, more importantly, a focus on presenting the party as embodying the unity and will of the people. Consequently, the party aimed to invade the empty space of democracy and distorted/twisted the fields of representation and legitimacy to form a view of the party as representing the unity of the people, 13 Lefort in fact developed this framework in his analysis of totalitarianism. I did not assert that the Republican People's Party embraced totalitarianism entirely nor does Lefort's framework fully explain the contradictions of modern state formation in Turkey. However, the Turkish case shows that there is a clear link between the attempt to usurp the symbolic power, impose a unitary state idea, and constitute political society on the basis of rejection of social heterogeneity, despotic suppression of political opposition and constant deployment of emergency power. 14 whose identity and integrity depended on the constant struggle of the state against both alien and internal parasitical elements. This symbolizes a fundamental disagreement within society over questions of political identity. This distortion of representation or legitimacy and presentation of the party or founding leader of the Republic of Turkey, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, as the true embodiment of the nation during the one-party era all, opened the way for suppression of any disagreements over the identity of political community in the field of representation. It also promoted the introduction of a constitutional legality based on the logic of emergency, designed to grant authority to executive actors so as to defend the nation's identity and territorialization of the state by resorting to extra-constitutional means when deemed necessary. This characteristic of state formation and nation building combined the despotic and infrastructural power of the state to administer civil society in order to fabricate a social order and create a homogenous social and political body out of individual subject-citizens to establish new grounds for capital accumulation and political society. 18 A highly fragile regime of citizenship also accompanied this distortion/twist of the representational field towards a monopoly by the one party and delegitimization of any disagreement over the fundamental political identity. 19 To curb the contestation of political identity (nation building) and the outbreak of political opposition, the principle of executive prerogative was introduced into the legal and political system. Emerging political alternatives such as the Democrat Party also embodied a similar political perspective on nation building, state formation and legitimacy, and asserted the monopoly of representing the national/general will during the multi-party era. The leaders of the DP very quickly moved on from a majoritarian understanding of politics to a political strategy based on the invasion of the empty space of democracy by proclaiming an identification between the party, the people and the leader. As a result of this understanding, the Democrat Party also deployed emergency power several times and created an atmosphere of permanent emergency for the opposition. Hence, considering the endless legal amendments to emergency power since the beginning of the republic, it is no exaggeration to say that succeeding governments from different political parties only wanted to increase the dominance of the executive prerogative principle even if they clashed to a certain extent with military and judicial actors regarding the form and content of exceptional governmental power.
In the context of the imposition of a fragile regime of citizenship, the institutionalization of the controlled political field and unending securitization of politics, each type of factional conflict and power struggle inevitably also appeared 'as a crisis of authority, which is always a crisis of hegemony, a disintegration of the legitimating structures of the state'. 20 This means that the ruling classes did not 18 I follow the insights of Neocleous' pioneering analysis. See Mark Neocleous, Administering Civil Society: Towards a Theory of State Power, (London, Macmillan Press, 1996). These policies were also instrumental in disciplining both capital and labour. Hence, we see a newly emerging bourgeoisie and working class at that time. 19 For a discussion on the impacts of this understanding as well as the accompanying security policies restricting the ability of Turkish citizens to exercise civil and political rights associated with citizenship, see Aviad Rubin, 'Turkish citizenship: the perils of hegemonic tendencies and the "shadow of securitization"', Citizenship Studies 21, no. 8 have an integrative capacity to incorporate new groups into the prevailing sociopolitical order by appealing and operationalizing the above-mentioned fundamental contradiction of democracy in pursuit of building a comprehensive hegemony. This fragility of the ruling classes' moral and intellectual hegemony was also rooted in their inability to create widespread consensus and legitimizing mechanisms within society. This inability intensified their failure to develop a morally and politically resilient state capacity to withstand what Gramsci calls a 'crisis of authority', which at the same time emerges as a 'crisis of hegemony, or general crisis of the State'. 21 Furthermore, the configuration of political power based on the strict control of the field of representation and the attempt to constitute political society on the grounds of rejecting social heterogeneity led to the dominance of the executive prerogative principle and made the entire political field 'receptive to military culture and to military control of civil and political life.' 22 Hence, political crises emerged, as they tend to particularly when the ruling class has failed in some major political undertaking for which it has requested, or forcibly extracted, the consent of the broad masses (war, for example), or because huge masses . . . have passed suddenly from a state of political passivity to a certain activity . . . ' as Gramsci eloquently argues. 23 Creating and protecting a form of political belonging organized around a homogenous Turkish nation, imposing the idea of a unitary nation-state and promoting state-centred modernization prevailed over constitutionally organized democratic politics and subsumed the modern concepts of legality and law under a highly authoritarian framework. In this legal and political context, the moment of political crisis principally emerged also as a moment of decision-making in terms of who would be the 'sovereign, [. . .] who determines when and where strict constitutional legality must give way to make room for a purely political form of guardianship of the integrity of the nation'. 24 The result was systematic deployment of extraconstitutional power, the continual invention of constitutional devices and legal institutions designed to suppress political conflicts which emerged from the fundamental contradictions of the republic, the greater exclusion of the masses from the centres of political decision-making, a growing distance between citizens and state apparatuses, an unprecedented degree of state centralism and the invasion of the life of society, 25 30 Interestingly, despite such striking figures and continuity in the deployment of executive emergency powers, there are very few legal and political studies examining the reasons for such permanency in these governing practices. 31 In attributing this characteristic of the republic to either the dominance of military and judicial elites and their tutelary understanding of democracy or the fragile hegemonic capacity of the ruling classes, political and legal scientists have generally neglected the main question raised by Joakim Parslow: 'how executive powers that have, from the earliest days of the Republic of Turkey, been framed as "exceptional" have at the same time been justified as keeping legitimately within the bounds of Turkey's constitutional architecture'. 32 However, to answer such a question and explain 27 In line with Parslow's emphasis, I also prefer to use state of siege instead of martial law, since the legal tradition on the subject followed the French tradition. See J. Parslow, 'Exceptional Executive Powers', 2016. 28 Parslow, 'Exceptional Executive Powers', 31-32. 29 the reasons behind the articulation of symbolic deference to the rule of law and the gradual emergence of a highly obscured separation of the 'normal' and the 'exceptional' within Turkey's legal tradition, we need to discuss first of all what the social, economic and political reality must be if a society of lawful relations based on the idea of emergency and prerogative has indeed historically evolved in the context of Turkey. This can then provide an answer to the question of how the state of emergency has become a foundational paradigm of government.
A brief glance at the Late Ottoman and Republican history of legal amendments concerning the institutionalization of emergency power and quasi-emergency situations gives us significant insight not only into how this development became legally possible but also how it was accompanied by the transformation of society in line with the evolution of this legal and political paradigm of governing. The institutionalization of legal emergency power goes back to the Late Ottoman Empire. The Early Republic also followed in the steps of the Late Ottoman tradition to develop a legal framework on the regulation of emergency power. Although the Empire did not have a clear legal framework regarding the declaration of states of siege or emergency, lawmakers inspired in particular by the French constitution and inserted a special article to protect imperial power against disorders or threats to political authority in the first constitution, known in Turkish as the Basic Law (Kanun-i Esasi). 33 The words idare-i örfiyye, which refers to a declaration of the state of siege and suspension of basic rights and freedoms, were first used in Article 113 of the 1876 Constitution. 34 To curb social unrest generated by the Russian attack on 24 May 1877, the Ottoman government declared a state of siege first in Istanbul and then extended it to Bosnia, Crete, Salonica and finally to the whole of Rumelia. 35 The first implementation was also in harmony with the first Ottoman written legal regulation (Kanun-i Esasi, Article 113), which gives special priority to the possibility of ihtilâl (political insurrection/revolution, or signs of a possible ihtilâl).
To provide a legal framework around the content and scope of the idare-i örfiyye, the Ottoman parliament drafted a law (İdare-i örfiyye kanun layıhası) which gave considerable power to the military, including judicial and police powers, and clarified the role to be played by the court martial (divan-ı harb) in April 1877. 36 Although the law was approved by both the Chamber of Deputies (Meclis-i Mebusan) and the Senate (Meclis-i Ayan), this draft was never promulgated. Thereafter, the Ottoman government enacted the Decree of Idare-i Örffiye (İdare-i Örfiyye Kararnamesi) on 30 September 1877. This decree was the first comprehensive regulation on the idare-i örfiyye, establishing the superiority of emergency over normal legal regulations, civil laws and constitutional articles. 37 However, the decree 33 Levy-Aksu, 'Invention of the idare-i örfiyye'. 34 For the definition of the term, see Levy-Aksu, 'Invention of the idare-i örfiyye' and İnanıcı, 'Örfi İdare Yargısı', 26. The article states that '[i]n the case of the perpetration of acts, or the appearance of indications of a nature to presage disturbance at any point on the territory of the Empire, the Imperial Government has the right to proclaim a state of siege [idare-i örfiyye] there. The state of siege consists in the temporary suspension of the civil laws. The mode of administration of localities under a state of siege will be regulated by a special law'. Quoted from Levy, 'Invention of the idare-i örfiyye', 10. This article gives power of declaration to the Imperial power (hükümet-i seniye). 37 The second article states that '[a]fter the proclamation of the state of siege, the articles of the constitution and other laws and regulations which contradict this decree on the state of siege will be temporarily suspended as long as the state of siege is maintained', quoted form Levy, 'Invention of the idare-i örfiyye', 24.
did not clearly define the scope of emergency power and only stated that executive and judiciary authority passes to the military during a state of siege. 38 Hence, as incisively argued by Levy, this omission thereby removed reference to exceptional circumstances such as war, revolution, or major troubles, thus paving the way for indiscriminate use of the measure as one tool of governance among others. Moreover, none of the nine articles devoted to the courts-martial dwelled upon the actual composition of these courts or the procedures they were to follow, a lacuna that only served to increase the discretionary power of the judges. 39
This meant there was now a legal black hole, a juridically produced lawless void, in the legal system making it possible to increase the discretionary power of the military, who had primary responsibility for implementing the idare-i örfiyye measures. 40 This definition of legal regulations of emergency power was refined by successive Ottoman governments, resulting in a sophisticated legal tradition that aimed to incorporate into the system the executive prerogative principle based on executive authorities' ambiguous relationship to state power and the transformation of legal and political measures for exceptional situations into non-exceptional ones. 41 This legal tradition based on vagueness was also supported by other legal practices. Article 36 of the Basic Law gave the Council of Ministers (Heyet-i Vükela) the right to issue temporary laws in order to protect the state against threats and public disorders in cases where the Chamber of Deputies (Meclis-i Mebusan) was not able to assemble. This legal regulation opened the way for intensifying legislative practices, which were allegedly only temporary and designed to institutionalize the normalization of emergency power as a prominent governmental paradigm. Executives promulgated 1,061 temporary laws between 1908 and 1918 and 621 from 1918 to 1922. The Party of Union and Progress (PUP) enacted approximately 1,000 temporary laws during its period of government. 42 The young Republic of Turkey also followed the example of the Ottoman Empire in institutionalizing emergency power by enacting laws and regulations to integrate the executive prerogative principle into the broad and diffuse body of ordinary legal sources of temporary laws, regulations, and decrees. The first Ankara government, which gathered as the Grand National Assembly (Büyük Millet Meclisi), embodied a constitutive power that wielded exceptional powers during the War of Independence (1919) (1920) (1921) The Ankara government initiated comprehensive legal action to confer exceptional powers upon itself and other organs of the provisional state. 44 The legal history of the early republican period in fact demonstrates that the government constantly required the deployment of exceptional power. 45 The line between lawmaking to regulate normal situations and legislation to govern exceptional ones has been very blurred since the beginning of the republic. The reason behind such a striking pattern is not only that the early republican government continuously required such a legal framework in order to create a unitary, centralized and legal-rational state in times of war, but also that the Ankara government evaluated the introduction of the executive prerogative principle to the core of political and legal structures as an inevitable action needed to ward off any opposition to nation-building, Turkification of the population, and territorialization of the new nation-state.
In line with this mentality, early republican governments enacted several laws of an emergency nature. The 1920 Law on Treason Against the Nation, the law establishing a number of 'Independence Courts' in September 1920 (İstiklâl Mahkemeleri), and the Law on the Commander-in-Chief (Başkumandanlık Kanunu) in August 1921 can be mentioned, among others, as enabling legal actions designed to provide discretionary power to executive, judiciary and military authorities. 46 The young republic's state-of-siege regulations depended on Article 86 of the 1924 Constitution, according to which the cabinet could declare a state of siege for a month in the event of 'the danger or imminence of war, or of internal sedition or conspiracy or intrigues directed against the nation or against the Republic', and postponed determining the specific measures that could be taken during a state of siege until such a 'special law' could be passed. 47 The Article defined the state of siege as 'the suspension or temporary restriction of the inviolability of the person, the home, freedom of the press, correspondence, association, and incorporation' without clarifying the limits of the suspension. Hence, it embedded a special legal grey area within the legal system, which gave salient discretionary power to military personnel and jurists to determine how they should deal with all these ambiguities. 48 In February 1925, the İsmet Pasha government promulgated the Law on the Maintenance of Order (Takrir-i Sükûn Kanunu) to curb Kurdish 'religious' uprisings and established a martial regime in 14 Kurdish provinces, introducing a state of siege to enable the government to ban oppositional publications and organizations, and to re-establish the Independence Courts for two years. 49 The following RPP governments also declared a state of siege in 1931 due to the religious uprising in a small town in Anatolia (Menemen) and again in the 1940s during World War II. The governing party finally promulgated the above- 44 mentioned special law on the state of siege on 25 May 1940. 50 Law no. 3832 clarified what kind of measures could be taken by military authorities in the event of a state of siege, including house searches, a halt to activities of associations, control over communication devices such as radio and television, and established the authority of the court martial, which could also examine cases initiated even before the state of siege period. 51 Finally, this combination of enabling legal acts, strict security policies and regular declarations of a state of siege opened the way for the institutionalization of a legal tradition based on the principle of executive prerogative in a one-party era. As Parslow argues in his pioneering work, This led to the emergence of a legal tradition that works primarily to enable a legal environment for the deployment of exceptional executive powers, rather than protecting the fundamental rights of the country's citizens. More importantly, this deployment of exceptional executive power also resulted in ambiguity concerning the executive branch's relation to both legality and legislative power. The emergency laws bestowed executive, quasi-legislative power, since decrees, regulations and ordinances gradually gained the power of law and functioned as enabling legal acts. 53 And, finally, this legal complex and idea of legality based on emergency, in combination, gradually normalized the 'regulation by the military of the whole social order on behalf of the state'. 54 The historically specific blurring of the line between legal and illegal in the Turkish case also produced a succinct answer to the question of how martial law could be exercised without being declared.
Towards the institutionalization of military emergency power after the 1980 coup
The multi-party era and the subsequent 1960 military coup opened the way for the restructuring of the political regime and drove the institutionalized integration of the executive prerogative principle into the state power. 55 The military overthrew the Democrat Party government, which based its politics on the claim that it was exclusively representing the people. Therefore, the DP pushed for the unification of the people, the party and the leader by suppressing its political opponents, particularly after it began to lose political support. The Party also emerged as the centre of opposition to the Kemalist project, built on the above-mentioned nation-building and unitary state idea. Although the party did not show strong disagreement with the principles of nation-building or the nation-state, its stance on emboldening religion, rejecting any checks and balances, and endorsing a purely majoritarian conception of democracy created strong dissidents within society. 56 In this context, the army intervened in politics to regain its extraconstitutional power and authority in administering society and containing fundamental conflicts that emerged from the state and capitalist development. In order to fulfil this aim, the army organized a constitution-making process which was prepared by a bicameral constituent assembly. 57 The 1961 Constitution introduced a more liberal political system, based on the separation of powers, checks and balances among the three branches of government, a delegation of power to autonomous administrative agencies, and the institutionalization of relative autonomy for higher education institutions. 58 However, it also embedded a comprehensive and institutionalized legal emergency power organized around the newly established National Security Council (Milli Güvenlik Kurulu, MGK), which provided salient political power to members of the National Unity Committee (Milli Birlik Komitesi, MBK). 59 Consequently, the military retained a considerable degree of power in the new political regime, which was also subsequently supported by the promulgation of the Turkish Armed Forces Internal Service Code. 60 The 1961 Constitution also presented a new legal regime on the regulation of the states of siege and emergency. Article 124 regulated the declaration of the state of siege and Article 123 regulated the declaration of the state of emergency, which was introduced for the first time. Article 124 states that '[i]n the event of war, or of a situation likely to lead to war, or in case of revolt or the emergence of definite indication of a serious and active uprising against the homeland and the Republic, the Council of Ministers may proclaim martial law in one or more than one region of the country.' After the military intervention of 12 March 1971, Article 124 was revised and the state of siege implementations were more strictly imposed. 61 The military authorities interpreted the 'definite indication of a serious and active uprising against the homeland and the Republic' very loosely and broadened the discretionary power of the Council of Ministers regarding the declaration of a state of siege. 62 The liberal framework of the 1961 Constitution very quickly proved its inadequacy in containing the rising social and political conflicts, which intensified due to the entrance of new political figures onto the political scene. In particular, the governments led by the Justice Party (Adalet Partisi, AP), the DP's loyal descendant, complained persistently about counter-majoritarian institutions like the Constitutional Courts and the relatively broad basic rights and freedoms that restricted the hands of the government both in normal times and in periods of political turmoil. Therefore, military-backed technocratic cabinets followed the trajectory that had already begun during the one-party era, in empowering the executive branch with very wide-ranging enabling acts. Right after the March 1971 military intervention, the army-installed technocratic cabinet of RPP member Nihat Erim quickly drafted several constitutional amendments to increase executive power. The technocratic cabinet revised Article 64 of the 1961 Constitution and empowered the executive branch to issue statutory decrees (decrees in law). 63 The government also issued the State of Siege Law, number 1402, to regulate the operations of courts martial and state-ofsiege declarations in detail.
By granting the power to issue 'statutory decrees' (Kanun Hükmünde Kararname, KHK) to the executive branch, the cabinet provided executive authorities with 'widened emergency powers'. 64 The constitutional amendments following the 1971 coup also removed the statutory decrees from the purview of the judiciary branch and once more multiplied the number of black holes in the legal system. 65 To strengthen judicial emergency power, the military-backed technocratic cabinet also introduced 'exceptional' criminal courts, called State Security Courts (Devlet Güvenlik Mahkemesi, DGM) in 1973. 66 The Constitutional Court cancelled the law on State Security Courts on a procedural basis on 11 September 1976. However, the 1982 military coup reopened these courts in 1983 since they became highly efficient in normalizing the criminal justice system based on the idea of emergency and discretionary power. Despite all these exceptional measures, succeeding governments could not manage to curb social unrest and political instability and declared a state of siege several times from 1961 to 1982. 67 The economic crisis also exacerbated the increasing political instability emerging from the state's inability to incorporate the rising labour movement, escalating student movement and increasing Kurdish activism into the political system. 68 By refusing to confine the rise of violent right-wing activism, nationalist front coalition governments made the state increasingly dependent on the 'partial "colonisation of [the] government bureaucracy"' by the ultra-nationalist National Movement Party (Milliyetçi Hareket Partisi, MHP) and implemented strict security policies composed of curfews, police operations, and extra-judicial detentions 'aimed at nullifying labour groups and restoring business confidence and military administrations' to compensate for this inability. 69 Therefore, towards the end of the 1980s, the military elites composed an agenda that included the following: neutralization of the large numbers of political activists operating throughout the country; restriction of the political field in order to control interest group formation and organization; imposition of a neoliberal policy-friendly economic and political environment and, more importantly, the creation of a political system based fundamentally on the principle of executive prerogative, within which the military elite would play the primary role. To realize this agenda, the military intervened in politics once again on 12 September 1980.
The 1982 Constitution was designed to realize the above-mentioned aims. 70 As succinctly discussed by Işıksel, Turkey's 1982 Constitution is permeated by the spirit of emergency rule and is designed primarily to circumscribe the liberties themselves rather than govern their restriction. One might go so far as to say that democratic procedures and rights guarantees are the exceptional provisions of the 1982 Constitution, whose text is shot through with references to and anticipations of states of emergency. 71 In order to both provide prerogative power and grant entrenched executive authority to the military, the role of the National Security Council (Milli Güvenlik Kurulu, MGK), which influenced a variety of policies, including education, broadcasting and internal security, throughout the 1990s and 2000s, was strengthened and the executive power of the president was also increased. 72 The 1982 Constitution also introduced a new State Supervisory Council which worked directly with the chief executive. In addition to establishing a new institutional framework to increase the power of the military, the 1982 Constitution 'authorized an advance exception for unconstitutional acts' and once again inserted new both black and grey holes into the legal system by inventing new ways to enhance the role of discretionary power in the government. 73 Hence, the 'executive prerogative' principle became the foundational principle of state organization and the legal system both structurally and institutionally after the 1980 military coup. The strict functioning of this idea of executive prerogative can be seen in the regulations of the state of emergency declarations in the 1982 Constitution, specifically in Articles 119, 120 and 121 and 15. Article 120 states that The emergency decrees also intensified this prosaic aspect, which made it possible to implement unlimited powers in the emergency zone while maintaining normal governance in the rest of the country, transforming emergency power into a paradigm of governing, particularly for the Kurdish population. By issuing emergency decrees to make changes to the State of Emergency Law, the executive branch not only usurped the rights of the legislating authority but also 'invested extra-ordinary dictatorial powers in provincial governors and in a regional 'super-governor''. 74 Decree 285 (1987) introduced the super-governor and allowed him/her to evacuate and resettle civilian areas in the interests of the region's security. Subsequent decrees also expanded the authority of the super-governor to adjacent cities and turned virtually the entire country into an emergency zone. 75 The AKP and restructuring of legal emergency power: violent return of the security policies
When the AKP came to power with a promise to end the state of emergency regime in 2002, the first reaction of the victims of this endless emergency was relatively positive. However, it quickly became clear that the AKP would also take the same path, despite finally cancelling the state of emergency in the Kurdish region in 2002 and passing several harmonization packages in line with the EU acquis. In fact, to curb the political opposition and suppress the cracks within the power bloc, the AKP constructed a highly comprehensive exceptional legal complex and deployed emergency power in a strategic manner. There are three crucial turning moments in the reorganization and deployment of legal emergency power: The 2013 Gezi uprising, the state of emergency declaration after the failed coup in July 2016 and constitutional amendments in April 2017. However, the party's initial widespread securitization of dissent went back to the 2013 Gezi uprising. The party revised the Anti-Terror Law, which presented a broader and vaguer definition of terror. The new Anti-Terror Law became highly instrumental in embedding an exceptional criminal law regime for terror crimes from 1991 onwards. After revising the law in line with a more preventative mentality, the party deployed these antiterrorism regulations extensively to criminalize dissent, including student movements, the Kurdish political movement, women's movement, the LGBTI movement and to prevent other possible candidates from obtaining power both within and outside of the power bloc. 78 Meanwhile, recent security operations in the Kurdish region and the coup attempt in July 2016 were also seen as an opportunity to exacerbate the security concerns in the country. Following the coup, Erdogan and the AKP declared a state of emergency, which was extended seven times and became highly instrumental for entrenching a new emergency regime, within which the party and the executive branch unified around the leader and took the place of the military in operationalizing the executive prerogative principle. 79 During the entire state of emergency, the government declared 32 emergency decrees, which amended 154 permanent laws and dismissed over 125,000 state employees. 80 More importantly, the Party and its leader Recep Tayyip Erdogan pushed for a constitutional amendment during the emergency period and successfully transformed the political regime into a type of presidential system. In line with constitutional amendments, the AKP government changed the legal state of siege regime through constitutional amendments, too. 81 Following the constitutional amendment, the government issued a new law (Law. No. 7145, in Resmi Gazete no 30,495) and annulled the state of siege law on 31 July 2018. To sustain the implementation emergency measures, the new law granted local governors power to restrict the freedom of travel, provided authority to state institutions to dismiss public employees who were suspected of being members of a terrorist organization or of having any connection with them, initiated new strict restrictions on meetings and demonstrations. It granted legal protection to the National Intelligence Agency (Milli İstihbarat Teşkilatı, MİT) against any use of the right to information act, and made on file decision possible about the detentions till 90 days. 82 Hence, the country's violent state of siege regime was replaced with a state of emergency regulation unified around the supreme power of the president. These measures designed to reinforce the power of the president, who was also granted the right to declare a state of emergency under the 2017 constitutional amendment.
The main difference between the old and the new legal emergency regimes anchored in the increased role of the police and intelligence forces in imposing emergency regulations and the main actor who actually assumed the executive prerogative power, i.e. the president. In order to contain the political conflicts emerging both from the fundamental contradictions within the 'exceptional' republic and to impose Erdogan's new presidential regime, the party and President Erdogan successfully restructured legal emergency power around a new strategic and liminal legality. This new legality mainly consisted in an usurping of judicial power by the executive branch and police forces, the introduction of new judicial venues which legally blurred the distinction between the 'ordinary' and 'exceptional', entrenching the ambiguity concerning the leader's relation to legality, and institutionalizing the 'rule by law' approach based on the principles of prerogative and authorization of the utmost discretionary power of the executive branch, acting both as legislative and judiciary power. Consequently, President Erdogan has successfully replaced the old emergency regime with a new one so as to suffocate political opposition and cement a new nationalist and Islamist power bloc. This new emergency regime is essentially characterized by multi-layered emergency power, which involves proliferation of emergency laws and regulations, escalating enlargement of 'parallel administrative zones' that function as emergency spheres, and deployment of the supreme power of the president who has suspended the separation of power in the country. 83
Conclusion: in pursuit of a real state of emergency A thesis of strong state tradition and military tutelage created a form of 'tunnel vision' in political science literature in Turkey and prevented an understanding of the deep political roots of the rise of the executive prerogative principle. Political scientists focused solely on military elites rather than searching deeply for reasons for such permanency within the constitution of political society and the social, political and institutional structure of society. The executive prerogative principle and exceptional legal regulations have in fact been the founding reason for the state and paradigm of government since the early republican era. However, this power had been transformed in every episode of political crisis to administer civil society, discipline political opposition and provide the necessary political authority to the ruling classes by military, judicial 82 See Law 7145, 25 July 2018, Official Gazette, 31 July 2018, No. 30, 495, http://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/main.aspx? home=http://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/eskiler/2018/07/20180731.htm&main=http://www.resmigazete.gov.tr/eskiler/ 2018/07/20180731.htm. 83 On Erdogan's presidential system, see Yılmaz, 'Erdogan's Presidential Regime'. and political elites. In this context, it also became a very significant tool for changing the political regime so as to curb political conflicts and clashes, emerging from the fundamental contradictions inherent in the republic. The short genealogy of the transformation of this power shows how these clashes and conflicts played a constitutive role in the construction of this emergency regime, how these policies have displayed a historically 'prosaic' character, and how 'the more diffuse conditions of exceptional laws of all sorts' can easily be found throughout the administrative apparatus of state in Turkey. 84 These structural and diffuse conditions of emergency within the Turkish legal system in fact created a very effective hybrid legal regime which blurs the division between normal and emergency to repress oppositional political activity and dehumanize any political player acting in defiance. In the light of this, recent legal and political developments also showed that Turkey is a clear example of a country in transition from a despotic to a more insidious and subtle emergency regime, structured around the supreme power of the president and organized to suppress democratic opposition and any form of democratic public space. The multi-layered character of the new regime and the continuing 'exceptionality' of the republic in deploying emergency power still requires a well-grounded political analysis. 85 Hence, in the pursuit of understanding this complicated and comprehensive legal-political background behind the incorporation of exceptional governmental powers into the political system in Turkey, it is still incumbent on us to arrive at a concept of politics and 'history which corresponds to' the permanency of emergency in the country. Then, as Walter Benjamin emphasizes, 'it will become clear that the task before us is the introduction of a real state of emergency' in the light of political analysis of such permanent deployment of emergency power, designed to stifle any attempts to achieve freedom and equality in the country. 86 
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